EARTH HOUR – FAMILY PACK

CELEBRATE
EARTH HOUR 2020
This year’s theme is about our connection to nature. These are just some
suggestions which you can do at home, but if you have other plans, please
do share them with us, we would love you to be as creative as possible.
1. Take our footprint calculator
challenge and see how big your
family environmental footprint is.

?

2. Challenge your family! Test your
wildlife knowledge with our Wild
Wisdom Quizzes.
3. Use the Seek app and explore
nature. Identify and learn about
wildlife and plants in your garden
or take a stroll.
4. Attract wildlife by making a bee/
bug hotel, bird feeder or butterfly
feeder.
5. Learn fun facts about your favourite
animal including the difficulties
they face and what WWF is
doing to help.

6. Adopt an animal affected by
deforestation
7. Check your paper products and
packaging – do they have the
FSC logo?
8. Explore forest and jungles with our
fantastic Our Planet films and
activities.

9. Learn more about palm oil and
its links to deforestation.
10. Learn more about food
connections with climate change
and biodiversity.
11. Start your own vegetable
garden and explore the issues
with food and our environment.
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12. Make an Earth Hour poster and
share online.

16. Get arty with one of our wildlife
inspired craft activities.

13. Make a recycled lantern and
light it on the night of Earth Hour.

17. Orang-utan challenge:
A challenge to get from one point
to another without touching the
ground. A risk assessed course
could be set up using things from
around the house.

14. Write a story or poem about
the trees and why they are so
important.
15. Create a short film or news report
set in the future – one with and
one without trees. How different
do they look? You could try using
the ‘Puppet Pals app.

18. Mountain gorillas
bean bag relay:
Move along on your feet and
knuckles carrying a bean bag, or
something similar, like a baby on
your back. This can either be run
between two points or a relay race.

TELL US ABOUT IT!

We would love to know how you are engaging with Earth Hour 2020.
In England, @wwf_uk and #EarthHourUK
In Scotland, @WWFScotland and #EarthHourScotland
In Wales, @WWFCymru and #EarthHourWales
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You can join the global conversation by searching #Connect2Earth
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